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HUFFMAN: Good afternoon. I am Jared Huffman and I am the
moderator of this panel. Welcome everyone. Whether you know a lot
about desalination or very little, this is going to be a terrific panel to
provide an awful lot of information.
I have the unique distinction of knowing desalination from a couple
of different perspectives. I am an attorney at the Natural Resources
Defense Counsel, where I work on western water policy. I get to think of
desalination as a full time environmental advocate. At the same time I
am kind of unique in the environmental world because I'm in my twelfth
year of being an elected local official on a water district board, the Marin
Municipal Water District. The desalinated water some of you might be
sampling after this session comes from the Marin Municipal pilot plant in
San Francisco. So in addition to being an environmentalist I am a
proponent of the desalination project, and I have gotten to know this
issue pretty well through that adventure in the past four or five years. I
have had to think about and wrestle with the promise of desalination, the
possibility of ultra clean water from an incredibly reliable source-
something that might enable us to finally put some water back into the
environment-and I have also had to wrestle with the potential
downsides, things like the energy consumption, the entrainment. What
are we going to do with the brine discharge? Many issues are tied up in
this issue of desalination. It is really fascinating, and we have a panel




We have Tom Luster from the California Coastal Commission. Tom
is an analyst with the Commission. He advises them on policy and
projects related to desalination along the California coast. He was the
principal author on the Commission's 2004 report on desalination, and in
2003 he served on the working group on the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary. He was also co-chair of the state desalination task
force where I had the pleasure of serving with him on that body. His
other work at the Coastal Commission includes evaluating policies that
relate to energy and resources, including offshore public gas and power
plants. Prior to his work with the Commission, Tom was the senior policy
analyst in Washington State where he worked on water quality and
wetland issues. His graduate and undergraduate work both focused on
water issues and resource management.
The other person on the panel is Joe Geever with the Surfrider
Foundation. Joe grew up surfing and fishing and spent much of his adult
life as a commercial fisherman. Only later in life did he go back and
pursue formal education, getting an undergraduate degree and law
degree from the University of Virginia. Joe's primary function at
Surfrider is to assist the Southern California chapters in building
capacities, organizing productive issues, and program campaigns. Not
surprisingly, his area of expertise and interest includes coastal zone
management, marine life resource management, and marine protective
areas. His commitment and passion to these coastal protection issues is
born from a life spent playing and making a living on the ocean. So, we'll
hear a very interesting perspective from Joe Geever.
The panelist on our far right is Peter MacLaggan from Poseidon
Resources Corp. Peter is a lawyer and an engineer, which is a very
interesting combination of backgrounds. He is Senior Vice President
with Poseidon in charge of project development, and in that capacity he
is responsible for a large-scale seawater desalination water project in
Carlsbad, California. He has over twenty-five years of public agency and
private sector experience in water resources planning and development
and holds a Bachelor of Science degree in engineering from San Diego
State University and a Juris Doctor degree from the University of San
Diego Law School.
That is our panel. We are going to jump into their presentation.
Each panelist will take about fifteen minutes, and we set lots of time for
question and answer at the end of that. I am going to start with a few
questions and then we are going to open it up to all of you. Let's start
with Tom.
LUSTER: Thank you for coming here today. I am going to go through
a number of issues and comments quickly, so we have time for questions
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and answers afterwards. Feel free to contact me later if you have
questions that we don't get to today. I am going to cover today a small
number of issues; we could spend all day on the various topics involved.
I'll go very quickly through some background on desalination along the
California coast, and some issues and agendas and agencies involved in
desalination. I am going to focus on some key issues that will come up
with review of the California Coastal Act,' and we are going to close with
some recommendations and some reference information.
Desalination isn't a new thing here in California. We have some
relatively small facilities located up and down the coast. They are mostly
used for backup water supplies and emergency supplies. What isn't up
here in the state is having desalination provide a large, steady, baseline
amount of water. The facilities being proposed represent well over a
hundred-fold increase in water supply from seawater. These proposed
facilities would supply a substantial baseline of regional water supply and
water portfolio. By the way, the 300 million gallons of water a day as
shown on this slide just changed this week. The update of the state's
water plan now says 370 million gallons a day are expected from
desalination over the next twenty-five years or so. To provide some
perspective, that is about 400,000 acre-feet a year, which is a little more
than is held behind Hetch Hetchy 2-so the equivalent of 300,000 to
500,000 households. On the state perspective, that is not a huge amount,
but at the local/regional level, that can represent a significant portion of
water supply.
So why the strong recent desalination interest? Some of the standard
California desalination issues are a lot more about us than it is about
water supply. There is no shortage of source water-as you can see, there
is a lot of ocean out there to draw from. It is a reliable global source and
it is not dependent upon hundreds of miles of pipeline and decisions
made in other states. It is also getting cheaper than it used to be. Even
though it still costs more than other sources, that difference has
diminished over the last ten years or so. It is also being used to decrease
the amount of water that is being taken out of other sources. For
instance, can we use desalination instead of taking water out of the river?
At this point we don't have mechanisms in place to allow that, but that is
being proposed as an interesting benefit of desalination. That is one of
Jared's big issues.
With these benefits, desalination raises a number of concerns. It is
pretty expensive and energy intensive. There are far cheaper and wiser
i. California Coastal Act of 1976, CAL. PUa. RES. CODE §§ 30000-3090O (Deering 2006). The Act
created the California Coastal Commission. Id. §§ 30300-30305.




sources of water-conservation, recycling, and that sort of thing. It can
cause significant adverse environmental impacts. Even though it is a big
ocean, a lot of the impacts from a desalination facility will be local or
regional, and will be substantial. Because desalination involves a number
of issues, the decisions about desalination require a lot of different
expertise and agencies. Some of the decisions about how to make sure
desalination provides a safe water supply, how it affects the environment,
and how it affects growth in one area all come in to play in determining
whether desalination is proposed or not. Because of that, there are a lot
of different agencies involved.
This list shows a lot of the primary issues and key agencies. While
there is some overlap in some cases, each brings a particular expertise
and focus to the issue. With all those issues, there have been several
attempts at coordination.
The Monterey Bay Sanctuary had a desalination task force. The
state established a desalination task force that was made up of a diverse
group of different government representatives, environmental groups,
water providers, and local water districts.3 That task force found findings
and made recommendations about how the state should look at
desalination. They issued a report a few years ago about how
desalination would be looked at through Coastal Act review.'
There are also quite a few local efforts: Metropolitan Water District
down in the Los Angeles area and efforts in the Monterey Bay area, to
name a few. Also, the Ocean Protection Council at the state level has
identified a desalination issue they would like to look into. With all this
planning and coordination, is there a single state perspective? The
answer is: not really. The closest would be the findings of the
desalination task force that I just mentioned. Some of their important
areas of agreement are that environmentally and economically
appropriate desalination may be part of the state's water supply in the
future.' They also found that, because desalination is a site-specific issue,
each facility deserves case-by-case review.6 There is general agreement
that it should be part of an overall regional planning effort-part of a
well-thought-out plan that identifies the other sources in the area and
how they will fit into the overall plan.
This slide provides a brief introduction about the Coastal Act and
some of its history. I should note that neither the Coastal Act nor the
Coastal Commission is for or against desalination per se. They say
3. CAL. WATER CODE § 12949.6 (Deering 2003).
4. CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, SEAWATER DESALINATION AND THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL
AcT (2004), available at http://www.coastal.ca.gov/energy/i4a-3-2OO4-desalination.pdf.
5. Id. at 6-8.
6. Id. at 6.
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desalination will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, like any proposal,
to see whether that site conforms with Coastal Act provisions. I should
also note that, during the past four years, the Commission has reviewed
one full-scale facility, two pilot plants, and three desalination test wells,
and each of them has been approved.
The main Coastal Act policies we use when we review a proposed
project are whether it will probably affect public access to shoreline, how
it will affect biological resources, and so on. As I noted earlier, the
various planning efforts require that they be environmentally and
economically appropriate. These policies help to ensure that proposed
desalination facilities that successfully go through the Coastal Act review
process will likely meet that definition. As I said, each project gets case-
by-case review based on its design, location, and other characteristics.
The next slides provide more detail about this review and what some of
this review entails.
One of the key underpinnings of the Coastal Act is to ensure that
the public can get to and use the coast.' The Coastal Act review will look
at how a proposal will affect access during construction, as well as longer
term. For example, will construction take up a portion of the beach, or
will it take up parking areas? Will there be new structures inhibiting
access? Depending on those effects, the project may be subject to several
access provisions -anything from providing additional parking during
construction to providing dedicated access ways along the shoreline. In
our attempt to review we look at whether people can still get to the
beach.
One emerging question related to access is related to new security
being imposed on water treatment facilities. We need to make sure these
facilities are compatible with public access to the shoreline.
The Coastal Act also requires that marine biology be maintained
against refuse and that the adverse effects of entrainment be minimal.8
Entrainment is what happens when you intake water and pull in all the
small organisms-plankton, larvae, small organisms, fish eggs.
Impingement is the term used to describe what happens when larger
organisms are caught up against the screens of the intakes, and they are
killed. Both those processes involve higher mortality or injury, and the
injury to local regions is pretty significant. The Coastal Commission's
responsibility is to hear about these issues with regional water boards.
They each have different policies, but we generally try to coordinate
some aspects of project review and read what kind of studies are needed
to determine what kind of impacts will occur.
One of the basic things we look at regarding intake is whether it is
7. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §§ 30210-30214 (Deering 2006).
8. Id. §§ 30230-30236.
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feasible to use a subsurface intake. If you have the ability to draw in
water from underneath the sand line, you completely avoid entrainment
or impingement issues. If open water intake is the only kind feasible,
then you keep up-to-date entrainment information-state-of-the-art
studies that require a lot of data collection, months of modeling
analysis-and you can use that to determine degree of impact or types of
organisms that are lost and determine things that can avoid or reduce
that impact.
Regarding discharge, we are also looking at other alternatives, such
as whether facilities can use subsurface discharge or can combine
discharge with another facility, such as a wastewater treatment plant. We
look at synergetic effects, good or bad, of the combination of those
discharges. This results in avoiding or minimizing effects through proper
design and operation of the facility.
The largest desalination facility being proposed would be located
with coastal power plants. They can take advantage of existing intake
structures, and the water source used by power plants to cool generators,
but this also creates complications in our review. California currently has
twenty-one coastal power plants in use that use a total of sixteen billion
gallons of seawater a day to cool the generators. It is a pretty significant
impact because of that, and because of some changes in federal law, a lot
of these cooling systems are either on their way out or will be soon.
Regardless, any desalination facility that will be co-located will be
evaluated with the power plant in place and without the power plant in
place. That way, we can determine and partition out the different impacts
that the different facilities might cause. The Coastal Act also requires
alternatives analysis of projects that involve entrainment, coastal
dependence, or those that displace fill, such as pipelines and cables and
all that.9 Clearly most desalination proposals will be subject to these
kinds of analysis.
In the analysis, we review many components of these facilities, such
as the types of intakes that will be used, whatever alternatives may be
feasible, and if there are ways around the chemicals that will be used. We
will also look at the cost of the components, because that is one of the
components of feasibility.
Also, going back to co-location for a moment, one key point is that
the presence of an existing cooling structure in the power plant doesn't
automatically mean this leads to environmentally sound alternatives.
Many of them were located decades ago, before we knew what the
effects would be on the marine biology of the area. We will look at other
alternatives to that kind of intake. We also review growth inducement.
[VOL. 57:1343
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The Act provides for sustainable use of coastal resources, which requires
that development be consolidated in new or already developed areas that
have adequate public services, and that public facilities be developed to
accommodate growth consistent with Coastal Act requirements.'" During
review, we will look at where wastewater will go and the effect that water
will have on growth. For example, we will look at how that water supply
fits within the existing structure of an area.
The Coastal Act recognizes that many of the coastal resources are
public, and the Commission has also recognized that public development
may affect those resources differently than a private development. So the
Coastal Act review of proposed ownership may look at a development's
form of ownership. There are two broad areas in which private or public
ownership could protect resources differently.
First, there are differences in transparency and how that affects
decisions. Public entity decision makers consider things such as public
cost and the costs and benefits to local citizens, and they must weigh the
interests of all citizens. They have regular opportunities to change
decision makers if they'd like. On the other hand, private owners have a
duty to generate benefits for their shareholders, who are not necessarily
part of the community being served. They consider some of the other
things, but they are secondary. Not to say that one entity is better or
worse than the other, just that there are different purposes. Some private
utilities are regulated by a public utilities commission. But given the
differences, the first question may include how private ownership could
cause different coastal effects. What happens if private facilities are at
levels beyond the capacities of local communities' infrastructures? What
happens if it results in new development, or it goes bankrupt and public
entities are left with the burdens of sustaining the new development
without the water they have been getting from the private entity?
The differences between private and public are larger when added to
a second group of concerns: those related to the potential effects of
international trade provisions. The central question here is whether an
international agreement reduces or removes standards that private
entities would be subject to under state or local regulations. Here is just
one example: The General Agreement on Trade in Services includes
language that regulations are supposed to be based on objective and
apparent criteria and no more burdensome than necessary to ensure the
quality of the service." We don't know what this means yet, because it
hasn't been tested. But under the objective criteria provisions, the only
standards applied to private desalination projects are drinking water
to. Id. §§ 30250-30255.
iI. The General Agreement on Trade in Services art. 6, Apr. 15, 1994, 1869 U.N.T.S. 183, 33
I.L.M. i168, available at http://www.wto.orgfEnglish/docs-e/legal-e/26-gats oI-e.htm.
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criteria. That means that we cannot look at how it affects things like
public access, or whether there are some significant effects on the
environment. "Substantial" and "objective" aren't objective terms. State
and local laws are written specifically to provide decision makers with
leeway in how they weigh certain interests or proposals. The language in
international trade provisions results in challenges to those kinds of laws.
This area of concern is emerging; we have more questions than answers.
We have to apply the Coastal Act case-by-case in a non-discriminatory
manner, based on the characteristics of the proposal.
This slide pulls together suggestions for desalination facilities.
Basically, the more components a facility has in the left column, the
easier time the plan will have with the Coastal Act review. More in the
right column will make it more difficult. That is not to say that a
proposed project will be approved or denied to anyone who follows the
components in one column or the other, but just to suggest, for people
who make proposals, the relative ease or difficulty of the permit review
process. If used as a design guideline along with the various reports that
have been put out during the last few years, it may be of benefit to you.
Speaking of the reports, here is a list of a couple of the key ones that
came out recently: the Coastal Commission report that came out in 2004,
and the state desalination task force findings and recommendations.
With that I'll close, and I look forward to your questions. Thank you very
much.
HUFFMAN: Thank you, Tom. We go from the perspective of
regulator to that of environmentalist: Joe.
GEEVER: My name is Joe. I work with the Surfrider Foundation. I
will get through slides as quickly as possible. I enjoy the question and
answers. As Jared suggested, I grew up surfing and fishing, and I love the
ocean. I work with coastal resources management. That is what the
Surfrider Foundation does. We work with coastal zone issues like
management and protection.
I got kind of pulled into this issue from a past job. I worked in
fishery management issue regulation, and cooling water intakes came up.
There are destructive impacts that cooling water intakes have on marine
life. So when this desalination proposition came along, co-located with
cooling water intakes, it raised red flags for us. Surfrider Foundation has
never really worked on water supply issues before, but since we got
pulled into this thing, I tell my friends we got pulled into this issue
through a cooling water intake.
Now, we found there is an intersection between water supply, water
quality, and Clean Water Act 2 compliance that is not being addressed in
12. Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (2oo6).
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the current planning processes. No one is taking a holistic look at the
intersection between the alternatives you choose for water supply and
their impacts on Clean Water Act compliance. In other words, if you
choose to do wastewater reclamation as part of your supply portfolio,
then you are dramatically reducing discharges from offshore wastewater
facilities, but no one is looking at that because local governments are
looking at the compliance problems as expenses, and water supply
portfolio people are just looking at water, not what it has to do with
Clean Water Act compliance. As we got deeper into this thing, we
realized we had more issues involved here than we thought at first
glance.
There were two major reports last year that were published about
ocean issues by two separate blue ribbon panels. This is the first time
anyone has attempted these comprehensive reports since the late i96os.
These are some of the findings that we think are relevant when looking
at desalination. Most of these are no big surprise. We think that
desalination facilities that are co-located with cooling water intakes raise
concerns about impacts on marine life-in traceable pollution, nonpoint
sources of pollution, and loss of coastal habitat, such as wetlands. To us,
that raises issues about alternatives to desalination -whether we can
supply alternatives that have some positive impact on some of these
problems-and about coastal sprawl. Some of these desalination
proposals have not identified discrete end users, so it's hard to identify
whether this is having a growth inducement impact in the coastal zone.
This is the issue summary a friend of mine put together for our chapter
activists.' It is kind of a layman's version of issues that are raised by
coastal desalination facilities.
The major concern for the cooling water intake systems will be
whether to co-locate these facilities. We are in the middle of federal
litigation challenging regulation on cooling water intakes. This work has
been going on, not just by Surfrider but by a long list of environmental
organizations, and five state attorneys general as well, for a couple of
decades now, and they broke the litigation into phases. The first phase
was large new facilities or proposed new coastal generators and how you
would regulate the cooling water intakes. Phase two was large existing
facilities, and phase three will be small new facilities. Phase one litigation
has already been resolved, filed in the Second Circuit. One of the things
they did in the first and second phases was set performance standards.
The judicial review of the Clean Water Act calls for "best available
technology," so EPA came up with performance standards for the best
available technology, and it meant reducing your entrainment by sixty to
13. THE SURFRIDER FOUNDATION, SEAWATER DESALINATION ISSUE SUMMARY,
http://www.surfrider.org/a-z/desal.asp (last visited Apr. 29, 2006).
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ninety percent and reducing impingement by eighty-nine to ninety-five
percent. But there are exemptions built into the rule. One of them was, if
you don't meet those performance standards, then you can do some
restorations-raise some fishing hatcheries, do something to restore the
habitat. But the same exemption is in the phase two rules, so we are
challenging that again. Also it has cost analyses you can do to get an
exemption from the rule. Those are being challenged. I guess the point is
that this stuff has been going on for decades. It's a major issue in the
environmental community and desalination has shown up at the eleventh
hour and tried to find uses for the cooling water intakes that we have
been working for decades to put regulations on and possibly to phase
out.
Several state agencies are currently looking at this. Federal rules are
just kind of the floor of what has to be done. States can do more. New
York already has. New York has gone to the point where they have
pretty much mooted federal litigation, because they have met all the
standards that we are challenging, and New York doesn't have as strong
a policy on ocean protection as California does. It is reasonable to
predict that, hopefully, California will see the policy in a number of
existing laws, and, when applied to cooling water regulation, it will be
stronger than what we are advocating for at the federal level.
That is not to say that desalination can't work. There are alterative
ways to get desalination without intakes. You can drill horizontal wells
under the surface of the ocean, and collect water under the wells and
pump it into desalination facilities. The problem is that it won't get you
the volume that a cooling water intake does. It gets meshed with the
whole portfolio issue. If you play out the opportunities for reclamation
and conservation and all these other alternatives, then the niche you fill
with desalination becomes much smaller. There are also a lot of bold
assertions that the larger developments have scaled economies. We've
never seen the studies to substantiate that, but there are also arguments
that these beach wells may have some economies of scale as well because
the water is pre-filtering itself as it percolates into the beach well, and
when you get to the filtration process, you have already removed a lot of
the solids. One of the problems that these existing facilities are having is
that the pre-filtration systems are getting clogged up, so we don't know;
there may be scaled economies, there may not be. But the point is there
are a lot of questions out there that need to be answered.
We want these water supply portfolios to look at the Clean Water
Act compliance benefits from all the different alternatives that you have.
If you are capturing storm water; if you are creating wetlands; if you are
letting the water percolate into the ground, re-creating habitats, playing
out your reclamation potential; if you are using ocean discharges,
conservation and new landscaping, which dramatically reduces urban
[Vo1. 57:1343
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run-off-these should all be calculated into any review of a water supply
portfolio. Then you can decide what desalination's niche is.
About subsidies: A lot of these Clean Water Act compliance things
are kind of this economic externality. Looking at water supply portfolios
and the subsidies you are seeing now, you are getting more subsidies for
desalination water than you are for the other alternatives that have
externalities that are reflected in market prices. You are taking subsidies
in a policy vacuum, and the subsidies are replacing policy, and it really
has turned what would have been sound policy on its head.
There are concerns about the brine discharge, but some of these
discharges are discharged into habitats that are relatively abundant in
California. The impact of the discharge is that we can displace organisms
that would ordinarily live in that zone of dilution. Displacing the
organisms for a habitat that is relatively abundant is not a major concern,
but if you are going to displace organisms from a habitat like rocky reefs,
or estuaries that are relatively scarce, that is a major concern. And then
you will hear people say, "Well, we can get rid of that brine discharge
problem by mixing the brine with freshwater discharges from, say,
sewage treatment facilities." Then this discharge becomes ambient
salinity once it's discharged, so that doesn't make any sense at all. Why
are you discharging freshwater in the first place? You are pumping it into
the ocean, then pumping it out of the ocean to take the salt out of it. It's
what I like to think of as a cycle of insanity.
For end users, in the California Environmental Quality Act
("CEQA") 4 there is a requirement to analyze whether your project will
be growth inducing. 5 We can't do that analysis unless you tell us where
the water is going, and some of the proposals we have seen so far are
just, "Well, water is just going to go out into the supply system." It
arguably pulls the rug out from under the CEQA compliance. We also
have heard claims that this water will replace existing sources. That
would possibly be an environmental benefit, but there are jurisdictional
problems. How do we ensure that, if you don't use that water, someone
will? How do you put the legal mechanisms in place to make sure that
water stays in the source area?
There are cumulative impacts. Water transfers, right now, are the
number-one user of energy in California, just pumping the water down
the delta to Southern California or over the mountains in Colorado.
Desalination is fifty percent or more demanding in terms of energy
consumption than those pumping systems are. We are on the verge of a
brownout. How do we get that energy?
14. The California Environmental Quality Act, CAL. PuB. RES. CODE §§ 21000-21177 (Deering
2005).
15. Id. § 21159..
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And population assessments: Even in our fishery management, we
don't have enough information to manage our fisheries. Doing those
studies to really nail down the impact of these cooling water intakes is
very data-intensive-data that we don't have. It is not good enough
anymore to just look at the impact on recreational value or commercial
value or fish; all these things are linked together. We have to start
managing as an entire ecosystem, so the previous approach just isn't
going to work.
I wanted to say, like Tom, that we are not opposed to desalination;
we have what are very legitimate and serious concerns about the way
desalination is developing. We want to see what niche desalination can
fill, but we want to see the impacts to the ocean and coast be resolved
first, before we start racing down roads that exacerbate the problems. I'll
leave it there. Thank you.
HUFFMAN: Thank you Joe, and now we go to Peter MacLaggan.
MACLAGGAN: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. As Jared
mentioned, I am the project manager for Poseidon Resources for the
Carlsbad area in northern San Diego County. I am going to give you a
little bit of a visual tour of this project-how it works, how it integrates
with the water supply system. I will touch upon some of the issues that
Joe and Tom have raised and how we are approaching those issues in our
development to get to a point where we can have this facility operating
later this decade.
Let me just start by giving a brief description about Poseidon
Resources. We are a privately-held company, and we work in partnership
with local governments to invest in and develop water infrastructure. We
have been involved in projects in Rhode Island, Florida, Texas, and
California, and several areas in northern Mexico.
The desalination technology is a relatively mature technology. There
are two ways we can desalinate water. Basically, one is to take a big tea
kettle, drive off the steam, condense it on the other side and leave the
salt behind. Alternatively, you can force it through a membrane, a fine
filter that is physically separating water and salt at the molecular level.
When you hear about desalination in California today, and for that
matter, throughout the United States, we are largely talking about the
reverse osmosis technology as the technology of choice. There are 21,000
such plants operating in the world today. They are producing three
billion gallons of water a day, for every conceivable use, in all the areas
you would expect, including the Middle East, Mexico, and other arid
parts of the nation. It has recently become considerably less costly to
produce water through this technology. There are improvements from
companies located here in California and elsewhere, and this technology
has been a result of those improvements, coupled with the fact that the
[VOL. 57:1343
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sources traditionally relied on in California are no longer cheap and
plentiful. This technology is becoming something considered affordable,
relative to other options available in the state.
Tom talked about other technological improvements. We will bypass
that and talk about some of the market drivers: what our clients, the
public agencies and utilities, have been working on and thinking about as
they assess their resource and portfolio needs and look at desalination as
a part of that. The water supply reliability issues: how do you deal with
that? How do you balance your sources and diversify your portfolio in
such a way that, if you are getting water from the State Water Project
and there is a doubt, you can ensure that your community and residences
that rely on that water for their quality of life and livelihood are going to
have enough in the event of any shortfall. Certainly there is a need for it,
for any economic development, and a need to sustain that development
with water. In the case of our water project area in Carlsbad, the city
council specifically pursued this project because they are trying to grow a
rather extensive biotech community. There are eight firms working in
that area today, and they hope to attract and retain more jobs in that
area. This is a sector that uses a lot of water. They require high quality
water and very reliable water. That was one of their market drivers.
Obviously we are growing in California right now. We are growing
at the rate of 6oo,ooo people a year. That is another driver here: to make
sure that we have sufficient water to take care of those population needs
as they arrive. Last is water quality, and those issues vary from
community to community and from region to region. In Southern
California we have fairly poor water quality because of the
predominance of supply from the Colorado River. Here is an area where
the desalination facilities can supplement the supply, and that improves
the quality. The process of doing so makes the conservation programs
and water recycling programs, where you are getting second, third or
fourth uses of that water, more viable.
Now, moving on to Carlsbad, this is a proposal that has been in the
works since 1998. We have been in discussion and now we are in
partnership with the City of Carlsbad and several of the local utilities to
produce a new water supply on the order of magnitude of 56,000 acre-
feet per year for northern San Diego County. The facilities would be
located at the Ensenada power station, an electrical-generating gas and
power plant shown in the photograph here. We have a sixty-year lease at
this site to desalinate water in this location.
The proposed project is a $270 million investment in water
infrastructure. That breaks down to $230 million which would be the
plant itself, and $40 million to pipe that water to the ultimate point of
use. Fifty million gallons a day of high-quality water, from the
perspective of Southern California, in that it would be about half the
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salinity of the water coming out of our taps today-maybe even a little
bit less. The objectives of quantity, quality, reliability, and price are what
drive our clients. We try not to exceed what they were going to pay for
their water going forward. To have that facility on line by 2008 is the
objective.
This is an aerial photo of the site with the existing conditions today.
We have a power station here that sits on ninety-five acres of land
adjacent to the Pacific Ocean. The desalination facility will occupy a 3.2
acre site to produce fifty million gallons of water per year, as compared
to twenty-five reservoirs in San Diego County, which produce on average
the same amount of water but cover literally thousands of acres. Here is
the ability to double the local water supply and lessen the need for an
equivalent amount of imported water, using three acres of coastal
property-already zoned and being used for public utility purposes. So
we are getting two public utility purposes out of one parcel, instead of
one as in the past.
We will now take a closer look at the infrastructure and how it will
be working together to produce this water. We have an opening to the
Pacific Ocean, over here in the lagoon. Water flows across the lagoon
through an open channel intake into the power station. On a typical day,
500 to 6oo million gallons of seawater will flow through that power plant,
out to that pond and straight out to sea through the channel. The primary
physical change to that water is that the temperature is now ten degrees
warmer than it was when it came in. Our facility will be connected to the
back side of the power plant. Of the 6oo million gallons that would have
flowed into that pond, we are going to divert ioo million gallons to the
desalination facility, because it takes two gallons of seawater to make
one gallon of drinking water.
We filter the water four times. We convert half into high quality
drinking water, and the other half goes back into the outfall from the
plant and meets up with the 500 million gallons that are headed to this
pond. The two streams will mix together. The salty byproduct that
resulted from the desalination-twice as salty as it was when it came in-
meets up with 500 million gallons of water, so you get a ten to one ratio
of water leaving the plant, and when it returns to the environment it will
meet all the standards of the environmental regulatory board
requirements.
We also look at the plant configuration. We have seawater coming
up from the top of the plant. After going through the cooling system it
splits off right and left into two stages of sand filtration and into the
reverse osmosis buildings. These are stacks of reverse osmosis filters that
have been designed to convert half the water to drinking water. The
other half goes back to the plant for pollution discharge that goes back to
the sea.
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This slide continues to give you a closer look at how we interact with
the power plant. Six hundred million gallons come in, and it used to just
go out to sea. Now we divert ioo million of the 6oo million after the plant
and convert it to drinking water. Fifty million comes back twice as saline
as it started, because all of the salts are left behind, and it meets up with
500 million. It is ten percent over background salinity, but by the time we
get out one thousand feet offshore, which is the regulatory compliance
point for discharge of the power plant, we get to levels where the
increase is barely detectable. By the time you get 2500 feet offshore,
where we get into hard-bottom habitat, we are approaching the non-
detect level in terms of the increase.
The habitat we have in the area, which is not influenced by the salt,
is sandy-bottom habitat, according to the scientists' descriptions. As long
as we keep this discharge below 40,000 parts per million, we will be well
within the natural tolerances for the species that reside there. The fact of
the matter is that we will keep it well below that. You can see that it's
36,000 in the pond and 33,800 at the compliance point, compared with
33,500 in the lagoon. We have an environmental impact report that will
come out in final form for public review, and we have hearings for
certification for approval and local permits. Included in the
environmental impact statement is that this project can go forward with
no significant impact to the environment after mitigation. In the case of
the salt discharge issue, there are specific salt discharge thresholds for
salinity and requirements to maintain certain thresholds. Part of what we
get in preparing an EIR is that we construct a demonstration project that
has now been operating for three years. It releases 46,000 gallons a day
and operates just like a full-scale plant, so we have the ability to take a
portion of that water and run it through aquariums that have local sea
life in them in the same proportions as we will in the full-scale
operations. We have been able to allow the biologists to monitor the
health and vitality of those species over time and assess their tolerance to
the increased salinity. This is another tool that we have found useful to
confirm that we will be able to meet all of our environmental discharge
standards as well as our drinking water standards and so forth.
What happens to the water that is produced? We will be
constructing some pipelines that will leave the desalination facilities,
head east, and strike north and south. The objective is to get to these
large tanks on the hillsides in the communities that are the backbone of
the water system. We put the water in those tanks and there it flows as
rapidly as it would through a normal distribution system to the homes
and businesses in the community.
We do have different water chemistry. It is a little more pure than
the water it replaces. We have to put minerals back in to stabilize it;
otherwise, it would want to take the minerals from the pipe. Part of this
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analysis has involved side-by-side study of plumbing components, such as
those it will flow through in the city streets, as well as those in the home,
to show that the new supply will not result in any more corrosion or
leaching of minerals out of those pipes more than occurs with the existing
supply. That has been contemplated as of late last year, as advised by a
technical advisory committee for the City of Carlsbad.
With respect to what has happened to this supply, where does it go?
The 56,000 acre-feet is being allocated among various communities
within San Diego County, with Carlsbad taking about half the output,
the agricultural community of Valley Center taking about fifteen
percent, the Diablo and Escondido area taking about fifteen percent, and
the municipal water district in the rural communities taking somewhere
between ten percent and thirty percent of the output of the plant. We
have long-term water purchase agreements with each of these
communities. Two of these are completed thirty-year agreements. The
other two are letters of intent working toward agreements, but we
structured these agreements in such a way to establish a relationship.
Effectively, we are obligated to provide them, for a term of thirty years, a
specified quantity, quality and reliability of supply at a predetermined
price, and that water is treated locally as their water. It is available for
those agencies to determine when, where, and how it is used, and
allocated for their exclusive use as the rightful holder of that supply.
They will retain a backup supply to the regional system as well. Should
we not be able to produce that water on any given day, they will have
water backup on that day. The responsibility of Poseidon is to develop,
permit, finance, construct, and operate the plant. It is the responsibility
of the public agency partners to purchase that water, when it is delivered
to those specifications. We are all protected by a long-term contract that
gives certainty to the terms of the entire contract.
Tom raised a number of key coastal issues that we take quite
seriously as we look at developing a project of this nature. It is the case
that we need coastal development permits before we get to construction,
so we need to address all these in a manner that ensures we have
complied with all our obligations of the Coastal Act, and we have taken
critical steps to do so. One of the issues that Tom raised is to ensure that
the products are economically feasible and that they are environmentally
responsible solutions. In this regard, we have made sure that our
customers will never pay more than they would have for imported water.
They are seeing higher reliability, higher quality water for the price they
would have received under the status quo going forward. With respect to
alternatives, we can ensure that we have exhausted those alternatives.
We can ensure that our customers-in particular the City of Carlsbad,
our greatest customer-have gone to great lengths to exhaust their
ability to conserve and recycle their water before they turned to
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desalination as part of their portfolio. The case in Carlsbad: Nearly thirty
percent of their water will come from water recycling areas and
conservation. Twenty percent will come from an investment in water
recycling that has received $50 million in the past decade and a half, and
their conservation effort has reduced their demand by nearly ten percent
as compared to what it would have been otherwise. They continue to be
committed to expanding both of those programs to maintain that kind of
threshold going forward. It is part of their portfolio.
Another area that is critical for us is to minimize the entrainment of
marine organisms as we are producing this water. That is why we are
connected to the backside of the power station. We took a careful look at
what incremental damage would occur as a result of this project. As it
turns out, there are a handful of organisms that do survive the power
plant. The net entrainment attributable to this project would be on the
order of less than half of one percent. That is the number of organisms
flowing through that intake that would survive at the power plant, would
come to the facility and subsequently would be killed as a result of being
trapped in our filters. With respect to the requirement to sustain
biological productivity in the discharge area, we talked about the marine
studies that have been done. We take care to ensure that the salinity does
not exceed certain thresholds.
We also are working carefully as a water supplier. Under the federal
Safe Drinking Water Act, we are obligated to also carry out programs in
the watershed to enhance, maintain, and improve the quality of the
lagoons." That is part of our ongoing commitment to the community, as
watershed protection programs ensure our water meets highest quality
and highest vitality. We have fish hatcheries and aquaculture in those
lagoons, and all of those are a testament to how pure and clean our
lagoon is today. It is our obligation as a water supplier to ensure that
remains the case moving forward.
There are certain public trust aspects related to ocean water
resources that have been talked about this afternoon. As you peel those
back and look at them, part of them is ensuring that the resource remains
public, and it is for this reason that we allocate all of the water from the
output to the agencies. They determine the long-term use and how that
community is going to grow and how that is going to be used. We
advance these projects though local and regional coordination. They are
public-private partnerships. Poseidon's role is to produce the water. We
turn it over to them, and it is their water to deal with as they see fit. We
basically have maintained the existing underlying governmental
relationships that exist today for the suppliers in the communities and
their customers.
i6. Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3 oof-300j-26 (1996).
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The question of growth inducement: In the case of Carlsbad, they
have a voter initiative that was a growth control issue in 1985. This
project will do nothing to change that. Carlsbad is looking to swap its
water from its existing water supply for a water supply that is more
reliable and higher quality, to help with the quality of life rules that they
have in the community and in attracting and retaining those businesses
that we talked about.
The obligation to enhance public access to coastal resources: Our
power company happens to own all of that property around the lagoon.
The shorefront in front of their property-they also own all of that. And
as a condition going forward, this project will be dedicating to the City of
Carlsbad about twenty acres of coastal property. It will be made
available for public access, restoration, expansion of fish hatcheries, and
other similarly related uses.
Last, preserving the governmental oversight and regulatory
responsibilities: Tom may have pointed out some concerns about
international treaties and possible effects on whether private sector
participants are subject to state and federal regulations as a result of the
implications of those treaties. We are not a multinational company. We
do not entirely agree with all those interpretations. Nevertheless, we
have waived any of the rights that we may have under such treaties-
basically taken the issue off the table. We no longer have the right to
affect those treaty provisions should they come to pass at some point
during the future.
Just to summarize here: What we are looking at, where we are, and
what we are trying to accomplish is to produce a new water supply for
San Diego County that is a drought-proof supply. That will represent
about eight percent of the county's total supply in 2008, reducing the
pressure on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta that is a swing supply for
the county. If they don't have a supply, that is the next available source.
Colorado River water is fixed at a finite amount.
The improvement of water quality is here: We have a salinity of 6oo
parts per million in our community today, and we'll cut that down to 300
parts per million, which will help us with our conservation reclamation
program. Our businesses won't have to use as much technology and
energy to render tap water suitable for high tech uses, and the
community that we serve will be able to have a predictable price of water
going forward. To achieve these goals, we also have a revenue stream
available to the host city. The City of Carlsbad is a private entity, but
they tax revenue in redevelopment areas. Not an insignificant amount of
money will be available to the City of Carlsbad for the community to
develop their coastal front there.
We talked about how the dedication of the property in and around
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the lagoon will increase public access and restoration and maintenance of
the marine environment in that area. The bottom line is: we view this
project very much as an environmentally sensitive solution in terms of
addressing some of the water supply. I can assure you we got a
tremendous amount of public support. We are constantly giving tours of
the pilot plant to the community and speaking to service clubs. We have
a tremendous amount of support for this project, and it is one that has
been very well received.
HUFFMAN: Well, now the fun part-we get the question and
answers. I am going to ask in reverse order, starting with Peter. Peter, the
proponents and the companies in the desalination industry who are
advancing these projects have been asking for subsidies at the state and
federal level. Almost everyone who is advancing a desalination project is
currently drawing water out of some water or stream that is hurting
environmentally and needs more water. Is it too much to ask for the
public to say, "In return for the subsidies that you are requesting, you
need to put some more water back into our rivers and streams?"
MACLAGGAN: This is a policy question. Let me just say we are not
seeking state and federal subsidies for this project. We do have financial
incentives that are available to our customers from Metropolitan Water
District that does the same with reclaimed water and water conservation
programs. We see this as a means of encouraging the development of
water supply. Developing more water supplies could be more costly in
terms of price and environmental impact. That is part of the economic
package that makes this project work. As a matter of policy, if one of
these subsidy programs proposed before Congress uses the approach to
give back, I think it should be explored as to whether those measures are
to be approved.
HUFFMAN: Joe and Tom, what about you, how do you feel about a
project that would set some water aside for the environment, would you
look at it any differently?
LUSTER: Well, from our perspective that would be a possibility.
We'd identify significant impacts and evaluate them.
GEEVER: Well, obviously leaving water in some of these rivers will
have a positive impact on aquatic living resources, and we will certainly
be in favor of that. But this project is still co-located with a cooling water
intake. In some ways, you are just talking about a trade-off. You may be
restoring some habitat for a species in the delta or Colorado River in
trade for continuing to kill species. That is a hard question to answer.
Obviously it is a benefit, but in my mind it doesn't overcome the problem
with the intake.
HUFFMAN: Just picking up on the entrainment. Joe, Peter's project
fits within the footprint that is part of a monster cooling system that is
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already killing off marine life. Would you look at the project any
differently if it had a stand-alone intake, and used some different
technologies, like a beach well? Would you hold it to any less scrutiny?
GEEVER: Oh yeah, I mean, that is one of the major drivers. As Peter
said, the local government is doing some conservation and reclamation
work. I don't think they have gotten anywhere close to what they could
do, but they do good work and deserve recognition for that. The intake is
our primary concern, and if you can incorporate intake technology with
use that doesn't kill marine life, obviously that gets over the huge hurdle.
HUFFMAN: Now, Tom, what about the Coastal Commission
perspective? Because I can see that, as a project proponent, it looks like
the path of least resistance is an existing coastal facility. Building a new
facility, even if it has less of an entrainment effect, might present more
hurdles with the Coastal Commission. How would it really work?
LUSTER: Well, as I mentioned, one of the things we will be looking
at is how these two facilities operate in concert and what happens if the
power plant shuts down, short- and long-term, and what the entrainment
impacts will be because of the desalination facility operating on its own.
That is not to say, "No, you cannot build a facility there." We need to
identify what the impacts are so we can make our decision based on that.
As we know from the recent past, power plants shut down every now and
then for conditions, maintenance, and for other reasons. Even if the
cooling system stays in place for the next several decades, regardless of
the outcomes for the Clean Water Act issues, we should expect that the
desalination facility will operate on its own and ask what is going to
happen with the intake, and the entrainment, and also the discharge
conditions.
HUFFMAN: That is a perfect question for Peter. If the environmental
community is successful in getting rid of all of these cooling facilities,
which they made clear is their objective, what happens to your project?
How do you maintain your intake and dilute your discharge?
MACLAGGAN: Well, one of the things we looked at in the
environmental impact report is the opportunity for beach loss. What we
determined there was that to get the equivalent amount of flow into the
plant that we needed, there would be wells scattered to the north and
south of us at 200 yard intervals for two miles in each direction. There
are substantial structures in place in the beach, with access roads and
power supply and pipes coming and going, which in and of themselves
represent a significant impact to the coastal environment. That is
assuming we have the type of geology we have offshore, where you have
a thick layer of sand that we can draw water from, which we don't. Even
if you did, you are still pulling water downward toward that sand,
because you are extracting water, so you still have this phenomenon of
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impingement or entrainment. You are pulling those free-flowing
organisms to the bottom, and they are going to be pinned there.
Something is going to die.
For these facilities, on a stand-alone basis or co-located, there is a
minimum threshold of water that we need to achieve our dilution
requirements of the EIR. What we are looking at in response to Tom's
threshold is a fraction of what is currently flowing through the power
plant today. From the impingement perspective, the flow of intake meets
the requirements of less than one-half of a foot per second, so we do not
have any impingement problems. We do have entrainment going on
because we still have about ioo million gallons of water coming into that
intake-ioo for our facility, 200 for dilution. Our entrainment studies
show that the vast majority of organisms coming in are from three
species. They are anchovies, combtooth blennies, and gobies. All three
are ubiquitous in the watershed; all three are very populous and
reproduce year round-two, three, maybe more reproduction cycles
throughout the year. The biologists that have looked at this have said
that you have a certain quantity coming in that is being killed today.
They will continue to be killed at a lesser rate because we are pulling
more water in, but at the rate that is being taken you cannot affect the
population to those species because they are so plentiful that there is no
significant impairment of their ability to sustain those populations. When
it comes to endangered species or fish of sports significance or what have
you, we typed all the fish that came through. Less than one percent of
that total fell into that category, and it was significantly less than that one
percent. Again, our conclusion was that we don't have significant impact
on species of significance or concern.
HUFFMAN: Okay, let's take questions over here.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: The general concern seems to be that the
desalination plant in Carlsbad may be a good idea in that area. But in
general, the focus on desalination continues California's focus on supply
augmentation, while I am under the impression there is plenty of water
in California. Maybe not plenty of cheap water, but I am not sure it is a
good idea to continue to focus on expensive development of new water
resources.
HUFFMAN: Okay, so does investing in desalination undermine
efforts to use water more efficiently?
LUSTER: It's a hard question to answer. That is why we do case-by-
case review. For some communities, putting in a desalination facility
might eliminate the pressure to conserve and might result in growth far
beyond what anyone may have anticipated. In other areas, those would
not be issues. They already have a good conservation program in place,
there are other constraints that control their growth, and desalination is
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not going to make that change. I can't provide you with a yes or no
answer to that; that is just an example of why we look at them case-by-
case.
GEEVER: Well, most conservation programs are voluntary, so we
can make a safe assumption that you throw fifty million gallons a day
into a local water supply system and there is no compulsory mechanism
for conservation. If that region has practical problems of runoff and
other kinds of nonpoint source pollution, then you are potentially
impacting those problems of supply. It's a good question. It's a little odd
to me-this is really expensive water, and these other alternatives of
water are much cheaper. Especially if you factor in the cities that save
money on Clean Water Act compliance. My prediction is that Peter will
dispute this, but it seems like the only market for water that is expensive
is an application that is developing and wouldn't go forward otherwise. It
might be that, as Peter is suggesting, Carlsbad development, biotech
development, needs water. I don't know what the water quality impacts
of that are. I think people's tendency is, if you give it to me, I am going to
use it. Water-we just waste a lot of it. We have a history of treating
water like it is a nuisance. We pave our coastal creeks to get the water off
the land as fast as possible; we pump our wastewater discharges hundreds
of millions of gallons a day, like it is a nuisance. It's time we stop treating
it like a nuisance and like the valuable resource it is.
MACLAGGAN: I can assure you that water in San Diego County,
where water is costing $600 an acre-foot and upwards, is not being
wasted to any large degree. San Diego might be one of the more efficient
in the world, but let me go back. The question was, "We have plenty of
water in California. If we can just let market reforms in California settle
in, we won't have a water supply problem, and this desalination water
notion is going to detract from market reform." That is a notion that has
been kicking around for a long time, and we have struggled in this state
for as long as I can professionally remember to bring about market
reforms. And, saluting California Assemblyman Richard Katz for passing
his water transfer legislation in 1982 or I984,'" we still do not have
meaningful transfers taking place-bar one, which is taking place in San
Diego County.
I was at the hearing for that EIR and testified in support for that
transfer project. There were only thirteen of us that testified. The other
twelve were from the environmental community, and each one of those
told me we shouldn't be taking water from farmers. We should allow that
farming to continue; we should be looking in the ocean for water. That
was 2000 to 2001. But that was when no one got that there was a chance
in heck that we would talk seriously about desalination. Now that we are
17. CAL. WATER CODE §§ 18io-i8I4 (Deering 1986).
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talking seriously about desalination, we are hearing the same argument:
We gotta look somewhere else, we gotta do this, we gotta do that. Those
that have that view weren't in our boardrooms in 199o and i991 when we
had our horrific drought, and 300 people would show up on weeknights
on every news camera and every radio station there because people were
losing their jobs. The guy who sold the lawnmowers, the guy who sold
the landscape, people who built the pools-everybody who employed
anything touching water was losing their jobs because we were talking
about a fifty percent curtailment of water before the March miracle hit in
March of 1991.
HUFFMAN: Would anyone on this panel like to speak about the
growth-inducing impacts of desalination? Peter has been very candid that
there are new developments that will benefit from his project. Also,
there are places along the Central Coast that have been off-limits to
developers because they haven't had water, and desalination could
change all of that. What are your thoughts?
MACLAGGAN: I get very troubled by those who attempt to control
growth through restriction of water supply. It is a policy that belongs in
the land use arena, and you see it time and time again. You see Santa
Barbara was the one that really learned the lesson the hard way. When
they constrained the water supply to control growth, when that drop
came along in '86, and '9 i , they were spray painting their lawns green,
their quality of life in that community went to heck, and jobs were being
lost right and left. The policy issue of growth is a ripe one for discussion.
As we all know, right now 6oo,ooo more babies are being born than
people are dying every year in this state. We need to do something to
accommodate those people, or we need to do something to have less
people here. I don't see it as the water industry that should be carrying
out that debate. It is a matter for local and state government either to
sort out how they are going to manage these people, or to find a way to
escort them out of town.
GEEVER: Our concern about growth is not an opposition to growth.
We're not opposed to people having children or anything as dramatic as
that. You know, the point of the slideshow is that we have to document
where that growth is going to occur. Is it growth inducing? If you have
some mechanism for ensuring that it is just replacing water that is [now
going to stay in place and flow through its natural processes, then you
don't have that growth inducement concern at all. But if it is not, and it is
going to potentially induce growth somewhere, it's a site-specific
determination whether that growth costs us environmental impacts that
you would prefer to avoid, or not.
One of the problems we are running into with the proposals is that
they refuse to identify where the water is going. It makes it impossible to
do that kind of growth inducement analysis. And if you do the analysis,
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at the end of the day you might find out that that is not a major concern.
But if you can't do the analysis, you can't come out one way or the other.
LUSTER: The Coastal Act does allow a lot of growth under certain
conditions, if it resolves in support of all those coastal resources. We try
to concentrate growth in areas that already have development -things
like that. To me, the way to illustrate this is to drive up and down the
coast today: it is pretty gorgeous. Imagine the coast without the Coastal
Act and with an unlimited supply of water. It would be an entirely
different place. And so, with the Coastal Act in place, and with the
decision in place on growth-not just for the water but on other
infrastructure issues, such as Highway i in some areas-the coast has
developed in the way it has and still maintains many of the values that
California is trying to preserve. I would say water is an issue, but it is not
the only issue, and fortunately we have the Coastal Act that says things
about growth and development dictating that growth should or should
not occur.
HUFFMAN: We have time for one more question.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Point of clarification: Tom, I know you are the
co-chair of the state desalination task force. I want to make clear that, at
the end of the day, there was not an agreed-to report on that task force
because some of us could not sign onto it because of the inability to
address certain issues like trade treaties, growth inducement, and public-
private contexts. The other thing is that we now have a report by the
Coastal Commission on international trade treaty impacts on
desalination and coastal development that might affect regulation.
HUFFMAN: Where does privatization and commoditization of water
as a resource lead to some problems with international trade
agreements? I don't know if Poseidon is multinational or not, but you
could be acquired by a multinational. If that were to happen, and a new
parent company were to say, "These darn California coastal protections
restrain trade, we don't face that in Bermuda"-is this a real scenario? Is
this something that the public should worry about?
MACLAGGAN: I don't know if it is real; I am not qualified to render
an opinion on that. We have taken it very seriously, and, through our
development with the City of Carlsbad, we may have to exercise such
provisions within those treaties in the future. We have to take proactive
steps to pre-eliminate that issue with respect to our project.
HUFFMAN: This will conclude our panel discussion. Thank you for
attending.
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